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After waiting months for a weekend forecast that would allow game boats to get to the edge of the 
continental shelf without being blown around by this summer’s persistent northerlies, or belted 
senseless by rough seas, last Saturday dawned clear and calm, promising a great day out on the 
ocean.

Six boats from the Solitary Islands club hit the water early, and they were joined by other local 
boats all making the best of such a glamour day. 

Most of the fleet spent the day looking for juvenile black marlin inshore where the little blacks can 
be found around reefs and bait aggregations at this time of year, but the pickings were pretty slim. 
However, Joel Cutting, fishing on Alcatraz hooked up a nice little black which was duly tagged and 
sent on its way - congratulations Joel on your first marlin!

Three boats determined to find the real action went wide looking for blue marlin and found 
gorgeous 28C East Australian Current water running down the edge of the shelf about 27 
kilometres from shore. 

Like a hand grenade exploding in the wake - A big blue marlin striking a lure behind Foreign Exchange last Saturday

She’s a Dream scored the hard luck story of the day, hooking up a large blue marlin which 
proceeded to bust off by running over another line and ruining skipper Bill Reider’s day by taking 
about $250 worth of lures and gear with it.

However, the success story of the day belonged to local game boat Foreign Exchange and angler 
Sam French. They found a sweet spot out there that had enough flying fish to attract blue marlin, 
and pretty soon had a big blue up in the wake chasing a lure. It announced itself with a huge strike, 
but spat the hook after briefly providing 20 seconds of excitement to get everyone’s adrenalin 
flowing. 

Soon after dropping the first fish, they drove over a second blue marlin that crash tackled a flying 
fish lure, and then gave Sam a solid workout for the next 45 minutes while it ran around at the end 
of the half kilometre of line it dragged off the reel during the spectacular run that follows the initial 
hookup of these magnificent predators.



Angler Sam French swimming his 175kg blue marlin prior to release last weekend. Note the ever-present remora still 
clinging to its side.

When big marlin first strike they often do so with a ferocity that can resemble a hand grenade 
explosion out behind the boat, and if they hook up, they take off for the horizon in a surge of spray 
and noise from the screaming reel that is unlike anything else you’ll ever experience as an angler. 
After that initial excitement, it settles down to a man versus marlin contest which in this case, Sam 
eventually won, with the beautiful 175kg fish being tagged and released in good shape to round off 
a top day.
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